
3. Hohshild-Serre spetral sequene for SL(3; R )The �rst big hart here is the E1 term of the Hohshild-Serre spetral sequene for omputing then-ohomology of a Harish-Chandra module X for SL(3; R ). Eah olumn shows the ontribution of onerepresentation of K = SO(3); the numbers are the weights of the representation of T1 = SO(2). Forexample, the olumn \5-diml" says that eah opy of the 5-dimensional representation of SO(3) ourringin X ontributes a three-dimensional piee to the degree one part of E1; the orresponding weights of T1 are1, 0, and �3.degree 1-diml 3-diml 5-diml 7-diml 9-diml 11-diml0 0 1 2 3 4 51 �1;�2 �1 0;�1 �2 1; 0 �3 2; 1 �4 3; 2 �5 4; 3 �62 �3 �2;�3 �2 �3;�4 �1 �4;�5 0 �5;�6 1 �6;�7 2 �7;�83 �4 �5 �6 �7 �8 �9Suppose we onentrate for a moment on the �3 weight spae (whih has one dimension from eah opyof the 5-dimensional representation of K). This weight spae might fail to survive to E1 in two ways. First,it ould be in the image of a di�erential from degree 0. But we see from the table (extrapolated in�nitely tothe right) that the weight �3 does not appear in degree 0; so this is impossible. Seond, our weight spaeould have a non-zero image in the degree 2. By inspetion of the degree 2 row of the table, we see thatthe weight �3 appears there only if X has a opy of the SO(3) representation of dimension 1 or the SO(3)representation of dimension 3.So inspetion of this spetral sequene leads to the following onlusion.Proposition 1 Suppose X is a Harish-Chandra module for SL(3; R ), and that the SO(3) representationsof dimensions 1 and 3 do not our in X. Then the T1 weight �3 appears in H�(n; X) only in degree 1,where it has multipliity equal to the multipliity of the 5-dimensional representation of SO(3) in X.An idential argument provesProposition 2 Suppose that 2m+1 � 7, and that the SO(3) representations of dimensions 2m�1, 2m�3,and 2m� 5 do not our in X. Then the T1 weight �m� 1 appears in H�(n; X) only in degree 1, where ithas multipliity equal to the multipliity of the 2m+ 1-dimensional representation of SO(3) in X.How was this spetral sequene onstruted? Reall that the E1 term in general is built from pieesVp(n\s)�
Hq(nk; X), and that the degree is p+q. The top entries in the two olumns for eah representationof K are the weights in H0(nk; �) and H1(nk; �) for the indiated representation of K. (Those are providedby the Bott-Kostant theorem.) The rest of eah olumn omes from adding the weights of V�(n\ s)�, whihare tabulated below.
degree V�(n \ s)�0 01 �1;�22 �3
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